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Look from Carolina Herrera's  fall/winter 2019 runway show. Image credit: Carolina Herrera

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

As fashion week turns more consumer facing, luxury marketers have become influencer-focused for these events.
But while their reach is not slowing down, this year one stood out more so than others.

Launchmetrics produced a report on the trends driving fashion week across the world, but it was the influence of
The Blonde Salad creator Chiara Ferragni that was the most prolific. Ms. Ferragni, along with other influencers and
celebrities, was able to boost media value for the brands who she posted about, signifying that fashion week is now
a consumer-facing event.

"In fashion today everyone is quite aware of the influencer effect and the value these content creators bring to
brands," said Alison Bring, chief marketing officer at Launchmetrics, London. "That said, I was quite surprised with
the sheer power and reach of Chiara Ferragni.

"In a phenomenon we are now dubbing the #ChiaraEffect, this all-star influencer was able to achieve over $18
million Media Impact Value during fashion week last season," she said. "This figure ranks even higher than the
entire media impact value of the Chanel show as well as many other renowned brands."

Fashion Week influence
While music artist Nicki Minaj also generated significant engagement for New York and Milan Fashion Week and
Victoria Beckham did the same for London, it was more common for brands showing at Paris Fashion Week to
target the Asian market. South Korean rapper Jennie Kim produced the top post during Paris for the Chanel show.
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A model walks  the runway during the Elie Saab Haute Couture Spring Summer 2017 show as  part of Paris  Fashion Week. Image credit: Antonio de
Moraes  Barros  Filh

Another South Korean music artist, Lee Chae-rin, followed Ms. Kim, with the second most engaging post while
attending the Celine show.

Launchmetrics also found that publications saw the highest media impact value from its paid placements,
showcasing the growth of the public's interest in fashion and fashion week.

Now that fashion week is fully integrated with consumer interest, brands who are taking on 360-degree strategies are
seeing positive results, and social media is the most result-driven platform. However, it is  not the brands who post
the most that see the highest engagement.

Fashion brands who focus on leveraging influence in target audiences will see the best results.

Ralph Lauren generated significant buzz through influencers across the gamut for its 50th anniversary show, which
included an impressive 100 looks. Influencers reflected varied niches such as politics, fashion, television and film.

Ralph Lauren's  pop-up at Fred Segal. Image credit: Ralph Lauren

Anna Wintour, Hilary Clinton, Oprah Winfrey, Robert De Niro, Donna Karan and Calvin Klein were amongst those
Ralph Lauren tapped to share their voices.
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However, designer Victoria Beckham generated similar results mostly through her own social channels, as she is a
celebrity herself, and saw buzz regarding the move of her show from New York to London.

Giorgio Armani was able to generate hype for its ready-to-wear line thanks to its impressive show, including a music
performance and setting at the hangar of Milan's Linate Airport.

Consumer facing events
As consumers become more interested in fashion week, companies are learning to leverage this.

London Fashion Week is becoming more consumer-centric with the launch of a new event format.

The British Fashion Council is  working with BBC Earth and fashion designer Amy Powney to put on London Fashion
Week: Insiders, which gives consumers access to see-now, buy-now shows, talks and other experiences. In recent
years, fashion week has evolved from an event primarily geared towards trade to a spectacle for all fans, leading to
new types of experiences (see story).

Another new experience offered a behind-the-scenes look at retailers and brands this September.

During New York Fashion Week in September, Fashion Week Store Tours provided an informative and all-inclusive
look into various important locations for fans. Guests can tour various areas of New York with a guiding expert to get
an idea of brands' innovations (see story).

"Last year we released our first study of the various fashion weeks across New York, London, Paris and Milan," Ms.
Bring said. "After analyzing the data, it became quite clear that these events were no longer just about the industry,
but a global platform to reach the digital-savvy consumer.

"The key takeaways in this year's report are that brands need to think beyond the runway when organizing their
shows to ensure they maximize ROI and create programs that build buzz after the events ends," she said. "The case
studies within the report shed light on how brands can generate media impact through activities such as leveraging
influencers to create 360-degree campaigns, changing their show cities to connect to new consumers and markets,
or even by focusing on their owned media to increase share of wallet."
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